Orientation of DNA molecules in agarose gels by pulsed electric fields.
The electric birefringence of DNA restriction fragments of three different sizes, 622, 1426, and 2936 base pairs, imbedded in agarose gels of different concentrations, was measured. The birefringence relaxation times observed in the gels are equal to the values observed in free solution, if the median pore diameter of the gel is larger than the effective hydrodynamic length of the DNA molecule in solution. However, if the median pore diameter is smaller than the apparent hydrodynamic length, the birefringence relaxation times increase markedly, becoming equal to the values expected for the birefringence relaxation of fully stretched DNA molecules. This apparent elongation indicates that end-on migration, or reptation is a likely mechanism for the electrophoresis of large DNA molecules in agarose gels. The relaxation times of the stretched DNA molecules scale with molecular weight (or contour length) as N2.8, in reasonable agreement with reptation theories.